
2020-2021 Season Guidelines Regarding Covid-19 
We are very hopeful that most of these requirements are TEMPORARY. We ask for your full cooperation and 
understanding that the health of your dancers and of our staff is of highest priority to us. 

Participation Requirements

- Every parent must have accepted the Covid-19 Liability waiver in the Parent Portal. No dancer will be able 

to participate if their account shows no waiver agreement.


- DO NOT ATTEND if anyone in the household is running a fever or showing any other symptoms identified by 
the CDC as potential COVID-19 symptoms: 


• Fever or chills

• Cough

• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing

• Fatigue

• Muscle or body aches

• Headache

• New loss of taste or smell

• Sore throat

• Congestion or runny nose

• Nausea or vomiting

• Diarrhea


- NOTIFY Doxa by texting (806) 414-1241 or by email doxadanceministry@gmail.com if your dancer or anyone 
in your household begins to exhibit symptoms.


- DO NOT ATTEND if you have had known exposure to someone testing positive for COVID-19 within the 14 
days prior to the start of the season or anytime after that point. Please contact us immediately if you become 
aware that you had exposure to a known case of COVID-19.


- Make sure your Parent Portal account has a Phone Number listed.


- MASKS: Per the Texas Governor’s current mandate and the leadership of Paramount’s internal application of 
that mandate, masks will be required. Teachers will wear a mask or face shield for the duration of their 
interaction with students. Students 10 and older must wear a face covering or mask to and from class and 
during any hallway transitions or wait times. Students may remove their mask during class as they are actively 
exercising. This policy is subject to change based on guidelines received by the authorities. 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Drop-off

- Please have your dancer use the restroom as close to class time as possible before arriving at the building. Of 

course we will still allow bathroom breaks as necessary, but the fewer the better!


- Do not arrive more than 15 minutes prior to class time.


- Note: New Entrance - All students must use Entrance B2 (parking lot, east side of Building B). 


- Parents can walk young students inside B2 and to the upstairs foyer area where a Parent Volunteer will check 
their temperature with a no-contact thermometer. 


- ANY STUDENT WITH A TEMPERATURE HIGHER THAN 100.4 WILL NOT BE PERMITTED TO STAY AND WILL 
NEED TO BE TAKEN HOME IMMEDIATELY. Once a student is cleared, they will be taken by a class assistant 
or teacher up to the studio. You may wait in the foyer area with your dancer until the teacher/assistant comes 
to get the class. Parents will need to exit the building at that point - there will be no indoor waiting 
spaces available. No Paramount Activity Center playzones are open at this time.


- If you drop your student off at the door, please wait nearby for a few minutes to ensure they passed the 
temperature test before driving away. We will call you at the phone number listed in your parent portal if your 
child does not pass the temperature test.


- A young student should keep only their ballet shoes with them, in a small bag if desired. Please do not let 
your child walk outside in their ballet shoes because it tracks dirt into the studios and wears out their shoes 
faster. They will change shoes (with help if needed) once upstairs, and then will have their street shoes to put 
back on after class. Please do not send extra bags, backpacks, or extra clothing items upstairs with your 
child.
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Pick-Up

- Note: New Pick-up Location: All students must be picked up outside Entrance B1 (along the same side of 

the building as B2, just closer to Mays Street - east side of building B). At the end of class, the class will 
change their shoes and be escorted by the class assistant, teacher, or volunteer to this location.


- Please arrive at least 5 minutes before the end time of your child’s class. This is critical for the process to 
work smoothly for everyone. A teacher who must wait with students because their parents are late will be 
unable to get to their next class. Please text (806) 414-1241 if you know you will be late, and please be patient 
with us getting your child out to you once you arrive. We will send them out with someone as soon as 
possible.


• We have kept the five-minute intervals implemented during the summer and adjusted the schedule 
accordingly. This allows for the pick-up process to occur outside.


• Example: a 4:00 Sweet Peas class (now 40 minutes long) will end at 4:40. Parents need to be outside 
by 4:35.


- Parents can remain on-site in their cars if they prefer. 


- Students who drive themselves are encouraged to park in the BLUE parking lot, outside doors B2 and B1.


Drop-off and Pick-up procedures will work this way for all classes until further notice.  

Social Distancing & Hygiene

Due to the nature of dance class and the size of our facilities, it is not feasible for a teacher to maintain complete 
social distancing for the entirety of the classroom experience. The following efforts are intended to limit person-
to-person contact as much as possible. 

- Arrive dressed for class with limited belongings (cover-ups are still required for Intermediate & Upper School).


- The water fountain will not be available. Older dancers should bring their own water bottle. Younger dancers 
should only bring a water bottle if absolutely necessary, but parents are encouraged to have one for them after 
their class.


- Dancers will see marked locations for bags/shoes in waiting area and hallways. The couch, chairs, ottoman, 
and books have been removed.


- Please refrain from greeting one another or your teacher with hugs or contact of any kind. We look forward to 
giving our sweet students hugs soon! Right now we will ask everyone to keep their distance from one another.


- Teachers will avoid using practice props in the classroom. Any items that are used will be cleaned immediately 
following that class.


- Hand sanitizer is available in each studio and in the waiting room. Each dancer will be given a spritz when they 
enter the studio and then again at the end of class.


- Bathrooms are a space where social distancing is difficult to maintain. No more than three people should be in 
the bathroom at the same time. Arriving dressed and with hair done will help alleviate crowding in the 
bathroom.
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Additional Cleaning Procedures

- Paramount implemented quarterly Germ-X treatment in many facility locations including the Doxa waiting 

room, bathrooms and hallway. This treatment provides improved protection for up to 90 days.


- Teachers will wipe down the barres and door handles after each class unless not used for the prior class.


- The studio floors will be mopped three times per week: Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday by teachers. Mopping 
solution is ProClean D Plus (EPA Reg No. 1839-95) which is listed as a product that can be used against 
SARS-CoV-2. ProClean D Plus meets EPA’s criteria for use against SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus that 
causes the disease COVID-19.


- Regularly weekly scheduled cleanings of the bathroom by maintenance staff will continue.
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